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  Heritage Policy for the Use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements 
 
Heritage resources are the tangible elements of the past that make each 
community unique.  Historic buildings, sites and landscapes reflect the forces 
that shape a community and help people to understand the area’s development.  
Heritage conservation involves the management of elements of the past for the 
benefit of future generations.  It is a continuous activity that relies on community 
participation and support. 
 
Over the past decade, there has been a shift in heritage conservation philosophy 
throughout the country; work has evolved from a purely form-based approach to 
a planning, values-based approach.   
 
At the same time, the legislation for heritage conservation has been revised 
(1994); triggering a number of changes in how heritage conservation is managed 
within the City’s overall planning process. Today, the Local Government Act 
provides local governments with a number of effective tools, such as legal 
protection bylaws, impact assessments, temporary protection orders, etc. 
 
One of the most flexible and complicated heritage tools is the Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement (HRA). It is a powerful bylaw that is negotiated between 
a property owner and the City, and it must balance private and public interests, 
heritage conservation and development, livability and densification, philosophy 
and realism. The implementation of the HRA must have clear guidelines on 
where and when it is an appropriate tool for use, how it should be used, and how 
it relates to other City policies that are also important.   
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Guiding Principle and Objectives 
  
 
Principle: Retain and restore valued heritage resources using a clear set of 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement guidelines. 
 
 
Objectives: 1)  Ensure that HRAs are used appropriately, and that they balance 

both public and private benefits. 
 

2)  Ensure that HRA guidelines are integrated with other important 
City policies. 
 
3)  Create an application process that is clear. 

 
4)  Establish a follow-up procedure to ensure that heritage 
conservation work is completed as promised. 
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1)  Ensure that HRAs are used appropriately and that they balance both 
public and private benefits. 
 
Subdivision 
 
There is widespread recognition in the community that there should be a variety 
of heritage incentive tools that assist and encourage property owners to conserve 
their heritage buildings. Subdivision is seen as an appropriate incentive that 
offers property owners a financial source that can be used for heritage 
conservation purposes. 
 
In certain cases, proposed HRA projects request lots that are smaller than the 
City’s established subdivision regulations of 4,000 to 6,000 sq ft (depending on 

the neighbourhood).  The City has one 
zone, Single Detached Dwelling Districts 
(Compact Lots) (RT-2D) that allows for lots 
to be smaller than 4,000 sq ft, against 
which the following principles were 
evaluated. 
 
The subdivision of property references 
streetscapes, open space, lot size, relative 
distances between houses and density 
considerations.   
 
There are five possible scenarios where an 
HRA may be used to facilitate subdivision: 
 

1. One lot with two existing houses that 
is subdivided to allow each house to 
have its own lot; 

 
2. One lot with one existing house that 

is subdivided into two lots so that a 
new house can be built on the new 
lot; 

 
3. One lot with one existing house that 

is subdivided into two lots so that a 
heritage house can be relocated to it; 

 
4. One empty lot that is subdivided into two lots to allow two relocated 

houses or one relocated house and one new house; 
 

5. One lot with an existing house that is subdivided to allow for multi-family 
infill. 
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Policy Parameters: 
 
The majority of HRA-related subdivision proposals involve residential lots.  
Therefore, the following policy parameters have been developed for residential 
zones: 
 

� All subdivisions applications with the use of an HRA must be consistent 
with the City’s well established regulations for subdivision as they pertain 
to neighbourhood context, character and servicing requirements;  

 
� The RT-2D zone regulations of 3,000 square foot lots has demonstrated 

that overall livability standards can be achieved on this size lot;  
 

� It is recognized that a 
new subdivided lot is a 
highly desired incentive 
for heritage retention; 
and 

 
� HRA subdivision 

applications where the 
minimum lot size is 
below the City’s current 
minimum lot size 
regulation, must 
demonstrate higher 
heritage conservation 
retention.  

 
From these parameters, a specific set of guidelines has been established. See 
Appendix A. 
 
No-Sale Covenant/Security Deposit: 
 
The City requires a guarantee from applicants that assures the community that 
the heritage work will be carried out according to the Heritage Conservation Plan 
and in a timely manner.  A recent method that has worked well is the placement 
of a ‘no-sale’ covenant on both sub-divided lots that is only discharged when the 
work has been substantially completed as per the Heritage Conservation Plan. 
 
A second option is the collection of a security deposit that is held by the City until 
the work has been carried out according to the Heritage Conservation Plan and 
in a timely manner. While feasible, this option has less strength than a ‘no-sale’ 
covenant. 
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Relocation 
 
The first principle of heritage conservation establishes that a heritage resource 
should remain on its original site (in situ) in order to preserve its historic context. 
However, there are situations when a heritage resource can not remain in situ 
due to development or other pressures.  In these situations, it is preferable to 
relocate the resource rather than see it demolished.  Relocation also addresses 
the issue of material unnecessarily going to the landfill by ensuring that the 
majority of the structure is re-used. 
 
Policy Parameters: 
 

� All applications that involve 
relocation through the use of 
an HRA must be consistent 
with the Official Community 
Plan’s “Heritage and 
Neighbourhood Character” 
goals, in particular as it 
pertains to streetscape and 
neighbourhood context; 

 
� The project must satisfactorily 

meet the “Standards and 
Guidelines for the 
Conservation of Historic 
Places in Canda”; 

 
� The house to be relocated must respect its new neighbourhood’s 

settlement pattern, setback and open space patterns; 
 
� It is recognized that homeowners may wish to construct additions to the 

relocated house. The ability to construct additions to the relocated house 
will depend on the size of the new lot and the level of heritage restoration 
being proposed (see Subdivision Guidelines). 

 
 
Façade Retention 
 
Façade retention of key commercial buildings has inspired community debate in 
the past. To this end, it is important to have a clear set of guidelines that balance 
the public and private benefits of this action. 
 
Heritage conservation best practice requires that significant heritage buildings 
and structures be retained in their entirety on their original site and with enough 
original context to be readable.  
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In some cases, however, the façade of a building may be the only element that is 
practical and reasonable to retain.  If it is decided that keeping only the façade is 
a worthy option, then the portion of the building that will be demolished should be 
fully documented prior to and during the demolition process.  In addition, a 
heritage professional should develop a conservation plan to guide the entire 
process. 
 
Policy Parameters: 
 

� The building must have a Statement of 
Significance.  

 
� Façade retention and partial demolition 

may be allowed if it does not result in a 
significant loss of the building’s historic 
value, i.e., when the building has only 
one important façade and is abutted by 
buildings on both sides. 

 
� The proposed partial demolition should 

be limited to parts of the building that 
have little or no heritage significance as 
identified in the statement of significance. 

 
� Partial demolition may occur on elements 

of the building that are beyond physical 
repair. 

 
� If a new structure is built behind and above a heritage façade, it should 

have minimal impact on the façade. 
 

� The design of the new structure should be sympathetic to and respectful 
of the historic façade.  

 
� At least a one-room or one-bay depth should be retained in order to allow 

an understanding of the relationship between the exterior and its original 
interior. 

 
� A new interior space that is built directly behind the historic façade should 

be compatible with the façade in terms of scale, form and dimensions 
(including window openings). 

 
� The floor levels in the new structure should match the historic floor levels. 

If this is not practical, then the new floors or ceilings should not be visible 
through the window openings of the historic façade.  
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2)  Ensure that HRA guidelines are integrated with other important City 
policies. 
 
 
Official Community Plan (2005) 
 
The Official Community Plan (OCP) sets out the 
City’s goals, objectives and policies for the form 
and character of existing and future land use and 
servicing requirements.  It outlines the 
community’s vision for future growth and specifies 
how this will be achieved. 
 
The HRA Guidelines are in line with the OCP 
heritage goals of: 
 

� Preserving and enhancing historic assets; 
� Promoting the conservation of historically and culturally significant 

buildings; 
� Encouraging the renovation of heritage structures that are part of a 

heritage streetscape to be sympathetic to and complement the 
surrounding context; 

� Identifying and supporting the understanding of heritage and promoting 
the value of heritage. 

 
In addition, the HRA Guidelines address the more general OCP goals of: 
 

� Maintaining and enhancing the City’s identity and symbolic significance 
within the province; 

� Maintaining and enhancing the unique physical character of the City and 
its neighbourhoods; 

� Encouraging a livable community through housing and heritage 
conservation; 

� Providing a variety of housing choices; 
� Balancing opportunities for development with historic preservation. 

 
 
Affordable Housing Strategy (2009) 
 
The proposed strategy addresses homeownership and rental housing, non-
market and market housing using a variety of measures. Rental housing is of 
particular concern and takes top priority in the strategy. Alongside rental housing 
is a focus on housing choice in the homeownership market, particularly for low 
and moderate income households. The Affordable Housing Strategy provides a 
guiding vision and framework upon which specific policies and directions can be 
based. 
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1) Facilitate the development of affordable market 

and non-market housing. 
2) Address the potential loss of existing 

affordable/rental housing. 
3) Establish an environment that allows the 

private market to build affordably. 
4) Increase housing choices for seniors and for 

residents with mobility limitations. 
5) Ensure and enforce safety standards in the 

City’s stock of market and non-market rental 
housing. 

6) Effectively communicate information regarding 
housing initiatives and programs 

 
The HRA Guidelines work with the Affordable Housing Strategy by facilitating 
affordable market and rental housing, and by giving incentive to the private 
market to build affordably.  In addition, it has the potential of facilitating site-
specific solutions that address the need for housing choices for seniors and 
residents with mobility challenges.  
 
 
Livable City Strategy: An Economic Development Plan for New 
Westminster (2008)  
 
The Livable City Strategy guides future economic growth 
in New Westminster and provides a planning process to 
establish a framework with which to proactively advance 
the local economy. The Livable City Strategy was one of 
the 2006-2007 Priority Projects prepared within the 
framework of the City’s Corporate Strategic Plan for New 
Westminster. The Strategic Plan, prepared in 2004, 
reinforces the Official Community Plan complete 
community objectives by setting a vision for New 
Westminster to become: 
 

• a modern, vibrant and sustainable economic hub 
for the lower mainland;  

• a livable city of safe, healthy balanced neighbourhoods; and 
• proud of heritage and intimately connected to our riverfront.  

 
The HRA Guidelines work with the Livable City Strategy by encouraging and 
facilitating pride in heritage resources and by facilitating the continuation of 
balanced and livable neighbourhoods. 
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Housing Strategy (1996) 
 
The purpose of the Housing Strategy was to include policies regarding social, 
affordable and rental housing in the Official Community Plan. The Strategy 
identifies solutions to address key housing 
issues, projects a variety of housing 
needs over time, and sets the context for 
housing issues in the current update of 
the Official Community Plan.  In addition, 
the Strategy seeks to identify cost 
effective solutions that can function within 
a changing environment.  
 
The City’s Housing Strategy from 1996 
has some strong direction regarding heritage conservation:  
 
“Residents were concerned about the effects of growth on the City’s rich heritage 
legacy.  Participants at the Housing Workshop indicated that they would favour 
infill housing if it were used to finance heritage restoration. For example, a 
heritage homeowner with a large lot could sell a portion of the lot (to be used for 
infill housing), and use the proceeds from the sale to finance heritage 
restoration.”   
 
One of the six growth management objectives that resulted from this Strategy: 
 
“Growth should be used as an opportunity for the City to fulfil other City 
objectives such as…heritage preservation…”  
 
 
Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy 
 
Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth 
Strategy is a long term framework for 
the future development of the region. It 
is a shared commitment by Metro 
Vancouver and member municipalities 
to work together to achieve regional 
goals. The integration of land use and 
transportation strategies is a central 
component of the strategy and key to 
how the region grows and changes in 
the future. In February  2009, the Metro 
Vancouver Board released the draft Regional Growth Strategy titled “Metro 
Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future”.  Once this Strategy is finalized, the HRA 
Guidelines will be reviewed against the goals and objectives. 
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In the document, “Our Livable Region 2024: Metro Vancouver Growth 
Document”: one of the housing action plans listed is: 
 
“explore opportunities to increase the supply and diversity of the existing housing 
stock through infill developments and smaller lot sizes as well as more compact 
housing forms such as secondary suites, rowhouses, coach houses and garden 
suites.” 
 
The HRA Guidelines work with this Regional Growth Policy by facilitating the 
retention and diversity of existing housing stock through infill and smaller lot 
sizes.   
 
A Strategy to Identify Sympathetic Infill Housing Solutions 
 
The proposed strategy is currently underway. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3)  Create an application process that is clear. 
 
Eligibility 
 
In general terms, any property that is older than 1950 may be considered for an 
HRA. This is based on the current policy that demolition applications for pre-1950 
buildings receive extra review.  If no heritage assessment has occurred on a 
property, the applicant is asked to complete the ‘Historic Information Form’ so 
that staff may conduct a preliminary heritage assessment.  
 
A property that is listed on the City’s Heritage Resource Inventory will be eligible 
provided it is placed on the Heritage Register and has a Statement of 
Significance1.   

                                                 
1
 A Statement of Significance is a three-part statement that contains a description of the historic 

place, a clear and succinct explanation of why the place is important, and a list of character-
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Any property listed on the City’s Heritage Register2 is eligible for an HRA as it 
has already had its heritage value established. 
 
In addition to a heritage evaluation, a property’s eligibility for an HRA will be 
assessed against neighbourhood context and character, streetscape, and 
existing zoning.  A further analysis of the public and private benefits must also 
take place. 
 
Public benefit may take the form of: 
 

� Long term protection of the property 
� Restoration or rehabilitation of the resource 
� Extended lifecycle of the resource 
� Improved site condition/beautification of streetscape 
� New historic information and documentation 

 
Private benefit may take the form of: 
 

� Financial through subdivision 
� An increase in square footage 

and density  
� Change of use 
� Relaxations (parking, setbacks, 

etc.)  
 
In summary, the following will be 
considered in the assessment of a 
property’s eligibility for an HRA: 
 

� Heritage value of the resource 
� Neighbourhood context 
� Streetscape character 
� Existing zoning, especially lot sizes and density 
� Balance of public and private benefits 
� Level of neighbourhood support 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
defining elements that must be retained. There is a very specific format for the creation of a 
Statement of Significance based on federal criteria, and only those professionals with training in 
the technique of writing an SOS will be acceptable authors. 
 
2
 The City’s Heritage Register is an official list of heritage properties that the community has 

identified as being significant.  The Register gives notice to prospective buyers that a property is 
important on a community level and it enables staff to monitor proposed changes to those 
properties through the permit application process and through licensing.  In addition, properties 
listed on the Heritage Register are eligible for special provisions in the BC Building Code 
Alternate Compliance Methods section.   
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To ensure clarity, assessment criteria have been placed in a chart. This will be 
used by staff to assess proposed HRA projects. See Appendix B for evaluation 
chart. 
 
Professional Involvement 
 
The City acknowledges that HRA projects range in size from large-scale 
commercial/residential to small-scale residential.  Medium- and large-scale 
projects typically use the services of professional architects, heritage consultants, 
engineers, landscape architects, code consultants, etc.  
 
In the case of an individual homeowner who is using an HRA to, for example, 
add square footage or an extra unit to a house, the cost of hiring professionals 
can seem onerous.  Notwithstanding, the participation of professionals will make 
the HRA process smoother by: 
 

� providing drawings that 
have all of the required 
information in a format 
that is accepted by the 
City,  

� assisting the homeowner 
with the application 
process, 

� making public meeting 
and Council 
presentations. 

 
Process 
 
The process for an HRA application needs to be consistent with the current legal 
framework of Part 27 of the Local Government Act.  It must also be clear and 
follow a transparent process.  
 
The process will be as follows: 
 

1. Preliminary Inquiry 
This phase includes the determination of eligibility of a property 
through a completed ‘Historic Information Form’ or the Heritage 
Register listing.  Staff conducts an assessment.  It is strongly 
recommended that the applicant conduct a pro forma in order to be 
certain of the financial obligations. 

 
2. Application 

The application is made (including fee) and staff present an 
information report to Council. 
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3. Departmental Review 

The application is reviewed for zoning, building code, site servicing, 
and fire aspects. 
 

4. Community Consultation 
Community consultation includes the Heritage Commission, 
relevant Neighbourhood Associations, the Advisory Planning 
Commission, the Design Panel and immediate neighbours. 
 

5. Agreement and Bylaw Preparation and Readings 
This phase includes the preparation and review of the HRA, and its 
required readings and adoption by Council.  
 

6. Project Phase 
The project phase includes the submission of Building Permit 
drawings, a formal review by City departments and a Heritage 
Alteration Permit. Once the Building Permits have been issued, an 
update once every six months must be given to staff by either the 
property owner or the project’s registered professional. 
 

7. Project Completion Phase 
Once the project has been certified as complete by the property 
owner or the project’s registered professional, a final inspection 
takes place and Council’s delegate will sign off on the project. 
 

8. Follow-up 
This phase will only be necessary if the work required under the 
HRA is not completed within the agree-upon timeframe.  

 
See Appendix C for detailed description of process steps. 
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HRA on Land Title 
 
Within 30 days of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement being adopted by Council, 
the HRA is registered on the property title. This way, even if the structure being 
protected is somehow destroyed, through natural disaster, neglect or wilful 
damage, the legal obligations still apply to the property.  There are four main 
reasons for this:   
 

1) If an HRA applied only to the building and not to the land, then there would 
be less incentive for the owner to maintain the building and keep it safe 
from hazards. 

 
2) An HRA often gives owners a special right or relaxation in exchange for 

the long-term protection of the site – e.g., subdivision.  If the building were 
lost, then the owner would no longer have the obligation of protecting and 
maintaining the building but would still have the advantage of the 
subdivision. 

 
3) An HRA can include terms of action in the event of the damage or 

destruction of the building.  For example, the HRA may set out the 
obligation that any new building must be in a heritage style acceptable to 
the City.  Without this, the owner could design a new building that has no 
reference to what was there before it, thus losing all historic significance. 

 
4) Finally, an HRA can protect landscape features, views and other 

potentially important heritage elements that do not include actual 
structures. 
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4)  Establish a follow-up procedure to ensure that heritage conservation 
work is completed as promised. 
 
If work specified in the HRA is not completed within the HRA-defined timeframe, 
then the follow-up procedures will be implemented.   
 
Extension 
 
There is an understanding that 
conservation and construction 
work can take longer than 
expected due to unanticipated 
circumstances. In these 
situations, when it is clear that 
the applicant is working in good 
faith to the HRA, the City will 
discuss a time extension.  The 
City Solicitors have drafted a 
template letter that can be used.  
See Appendix D. 
 
Enforcement 
 
There may be situations when an HRA is willfully ignored in whole or in part.  
When this occurs, the City may choose an enforcement option.  At present, the 
City may enforce the HRA by enforcing the terms of the Heritage Alteration 
Permit, which is a requirement for work mandated by the HRA.  This would be 
done by civil injunction under s.979(1)(b). 
 
The City Solicitors have established that the following enforcement options are 
also available should the City wish to pursue them in the future: 
 
1) Prosecution under s.981(1)(c) of the Local Government Act for “altering 

property in contravention of HRA”; however, it is not applicable to failures to 
alter property in compliance with HRA  

 
2) Enforcing the HRA as a bylaw under s.260(1) of the Community Charter 

a) ticketing option for minor contraventions 
b) prosecution for failure to alter property in compliance with HRA 

 
3) Cancellation or suspension of business licence of commercial party to HRA 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Subdivision Guidelines
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HRA Subdivision Guidelines 
 
This section provides policy guidelines divided into five categories for residential 
zones; they are: 
 
I. Guidelines for all lot sizes as contemplated with an HRA application; 
 
II. Guidelines for proposed subdivided lots with an HRA application over 

4,000 square feet; 
 
III. Guidelines for proposed subdivided lots with an HRA application between 

3,500 to 3,999 square feet; 
 
IV. Guidelines for proposed subdivided lots with an HRA application between 

3,000 to 3,499 square feet; 
 
V. Guidelines for proposed subdivided lots with an HRA application between 

2,800 to 2,999 square feet. 
 
 
I. Guidelines for all Residential Lot Sizes 
 
 
1) Heritage value must be present in at least one house involved with the 

proposal.  Heritage value will be determined by the Statement of Significance. 
 
2) The FSR of a new lot will not exceed that of the existing zoning by more than 

a factor of 0.1. 
 
3) The houses must respect the surrounding neighbourhood settlement pattern, 

such as the typical design and characteristics of neighbourhood houses, and 
setback and open space patterns. 

 
4) The new lots must conform to the existing subdivision pattern of the 

neighbourhood such as slope of land, street grid and lot orientation. 
 
5) If the proposed subdivision meets resistance by immediate neighbours, 

(defined as those properties that are directly impacted by view, shadow, 
noise), then the applicant must make best efforts to resolve the situation 
through redesign.  

 
6) The HRA bylaw will apply to each lot that is created, regardless of the building 

on that lot being heritage or new. 
 
7) The heritage house(s) will receive a heritage designation bylaw. 
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II. Lot sizes over 4,000 sq ft 
 
1) There must be a good level of exterior heritage restoration of the heritage 

building. 
 
2) Landscaping must be in keeping with the overall building design and respect 

that of the street. 
 
3)  If a new house is proposed, it must respect the heritage building, and may be 

of traditional or contemporary design. 
 
4) If the relocation of a heritage house is proposed, it may have additions made 

to it provided they respect the heritage character of the house. 
 
 
III. Lot sizes 3,500 –  < 4,000 sq ft 
 
1) There must be a very good level of exterior heritage restoration of the 

heritage building, particularly in the choice of materials. 
 
2) Landscaping must be in keeping with the overall building design and respect 

that of the street. 
 
3) If a new house is proposed, it must incorporate high quality architectural 

detailing and material. It must respect the heritage building and may be of 
traditional or contemporary design. 

 
4) If the relocation of a heritage house is proposed, it may have small additions 

made to it provided they respect the heritage character of the house. 
 
 
IV. Lot sizes 3,000 –  < 3,000 sq ft and Panhandle Lots 
 
1) There must be a very high level of exterior heritage restoration of the heritage 

building, particularly in the choice of material and colour. 
 
2) There must be a high quality landscape design on both sites that incorporates 

authentic historic landscape elements. 
 
3) If a new house is proposed, it must incorporate high quality architectural 

detailing and material. Both the building and its landscape design must 
respect the heritage building. 

 
4) If the relocation of a heritage house is proposed, it may have small and 

unobtrusive additions made to it provided they are in keeping with the 
character of the house. 
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V. Lot sizes 2,800 – < 3,000 sq ft 
 
1) There must be the highest possible level of exterior heritage restoration of the 

heritage building. 
 
2) There must be a high quality landscape design on both sites that incorporates 

authentic historic landscape elements and plant choice. 
 
3) If a new house is proposed, it must incorporate high quality architectural 

detailing and material. Both the building and its landscape design must 
respect the heritage building. 

 
4) If the relocation of a heritage house is proposed, small additions will only be 

considered if they are in keeping with the character of the house. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Evaluation Chart
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Evaluation Chart 
 
 
 

Category     
 Low Medium High Exceptional 

Heritage Value 
 

    

 Fits Does Not Fit   

Neighbourhood 
Context 

    

Streetscape 
Character 

    

 < 3000 3000-<3500 3500-<4000 > 4000 
New Lot size 
 

    

 Meets Exceeds By How Much  
Density 
 

    

 Low Medium High  

Public Benefit 
 

    

Private Benefit 
 

    

 None Low Medium High 
Neighbourhood 
Support 

    

 No Yes   
Special 
Considerations 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Application Process
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HRA Application Process 
 
 
Step #1 – Preliminary Inquiry 
 
Discussion: 

� Pre-application discussion takes place between the applicant and the 
Heritage Planner to review the proposal and the HRA. 

 
� If the property is not listed on the Heritage Register, the applicant is given 

a “Historic Information” form to complete. This form will establish the basic 
historic value of the property. 

 
� The Heritage Planner discusses the requirement for a Registered 

Professional and a Heritage Consultant to be involved in the project. 
 

� Requirements for the application package are discussed. 
 
� Preliminary concept drawings are submitted.  

 
Preliminary Staff Review: 

� Application reviewed at Development Meeting to discuss eligibility of 
the application for an HRA. 

 
� Application reviewed at a “Permits for Heritage Buildings” meeting with 

relevant staff from Planning, Building, and Engineering. 
 

Step #2 – Application 
 

An application package* is submitted to Development Services, with payment 
of the appropriate fee.  
 
Heritage Planner reviews the proposed project, the process and timeline 
requirements/expectations with the applicant. 
 
Plans are circulated to appropriate divisions and departments.  
 
A preliminary report is made to Council for information. 
 

Step # 3 - Departmental Review 
 

The application is reviewed for zoning, building code, site servicing, and fire 
safety aspects. 
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Step # 4 - Community Consultation  
 

Community Heritage Commission for review and recommendations.  
 
Neighbourhood Residents’ Association for comments.  
 
Advisory Planning Commission for review regarding land use and rezoning. 
(This meeting only as required.) 
 
Design Panel for review and recommendation regarding form and character. 
(This meeting only as required.) 
 
Notification sent out to neighbours and rezoning sign placed on property at 
least 2 weeks before Advisory Planning Commission meeting. 
 
Advisory Planning Commission for hearing and recommendation. 
 

Step # 5 – Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Bylaw Readings 
 
The Agreement and the Bylaw are prepared and reviewed by the City 
Solicitor.  
 
The Agreement and the Bylaw are reviewed by the applicant. 
 
When all conditions are agreed to, the HRA is finalized. 
 
Council for First and Second Reading of the HRA and Bylaw 
If property is not listed on the Heritage Register, this occurs concurrently. 
 
Council Third Reading and Public Hearing (minimum 3 weeks separating 
First/Second Reading and Third Reading). 
 
Application made for Building Permit. 
 
Memo required from Engineering and from Building, if necessary. 
 
The HRA Bylaw is adopted, signed and sealed. 
 
Within 30 days of the Bylaw being enacted, the City registers a notice in the 
Land Title Office and notifies the Minister responsible for the Heritage 
Conservation Act. 

 
Step # 6 - Project Phase 
 

Building Permit drawings submitted. 
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Formal review by relevant City Departments. 
 
Heritage Alteration Permit Application 
 
Building Dept advises Heritage Planner of any changes to plans during the 
project. 
 
Building Permits issued. 
 
The property owner or the project’s Registered Professional must provide a 
written or verbal update every six months. 
 
The Heritage Planner will conduct site visits to review and discuss the 
progress and to take photos for documentation purposes.  

 
 
Step # 7 - Project Completion Phase 
 

Upon completion, the owner or the project’s Registered Professional will 
provide the City with written notification that the project is complete and that it 
has achieved all aspects of the HRA requirements. 
 
Once this written notification is received, a final inspection by Building 
Department staff and the Heritage Planner will take place.  
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*Application Package: 
 

� Application Form 
� Application Fee 
� Letter of Authorization from property owner, if applicable 
� Land Title Certificate showing current ownership 
� Site survey (certified) showing location of building, height of building, 

corners of site, plus other elements as required. 
� Statement of Significance (by professional other than project architect) 
� Heritage Conservation Plan3 detailing conservation work 
� Design rationale 
� Fully dimensional architectural drawings of the proposed project, drawn to 

¼” scale. Must include site plan, exterior elevations, cross sections, floor 
plans, geodetic elevations of all floors. Proposed materials should be 
indicated on the exterior elevations. Parking on site must show stall 
dimensions, drive and maneuvering aisles, driveway slopes and turning 
radii. 

� Plans must also include a statistical table of the proposal covering all of 
the conditions of use for the applicable zoning district, plus the variances 
being requested.  The table must include required/permitted and proposed 
yards and setbacks, density, floor space ratio, site coverage, height, 
parking and loading requirements, balcony and open space dimensions 
and areas, housing unit types and areas, and areas set aside for common 
recreation facilities (if applicable) should also be noted.  Any bylaw 
deficiencies should be noted as well. 

� Current photos of building (all elevations), also of the site and surrounding 
properties 

� Colour and material board 
� Landscape plan to scale showing number, type and size of plant material 

proposed, plus the proposed treatment of other surfaces of the site, and 
the proposed treatment of the street boulevard and driveway crossing. 

 

                                                 
3
 A Heritage Conservation Plan establishes the existing value and condition of a heritage 

resource, and the steps that will be taken for its conservation.  Applicants will be expected to 
provide the following components in the Conservation Plan: 
 

� Historic Brief 
� Statement of Significance 
� Existing Condition Assessment and Documentation, including plans and photographs 
� Conservation Procedures 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Template Letter for Time Extension 
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CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER LETTERHEAD 

 

 

 
Registered Owner 

Address 

 

Re: Heritage Revitalization Agreement (project address) 

 

We write in regard to the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for (project address), 

authorized by City of New Westminster Bylaw No. ****, year. 

 

Section 21 of the Agreement requires the owner to commence and complete the 

restoration, repair, repainting, landscaping and maintenance of the heritage house that 

was to be relocated to a new lot to be created by the subdivision of Lot ** Block ** 

NWD Group * Plan ****, within XX years of adoption of Bylaw No. ****. The land has 

been subdivided and the heritage house has been relocated to this new lot as 

contemplated by the Agreement, but to the City’s knowledge no further work has been 

done on the building. 

 

The City considers this breach of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement to be a serious 

matter, and intends to hold the owner to the terms of the Agreement. However, in the 

interests of seeing this important heritage initiative through to completion, the City is 

prepared to waive the owner’s breach of Section 21 by allowing a further XX months for 

the completion of the work, such period of time to commence on the second anniversary 

of the adoption of Bylaw No. ***. Pursuant to Section 22 of the Agreement, the Owner is 

to provide a progress report on the work within two weeks of the date of this letter, and 

thereafter every three months until the work is complete. The progress reports must 

specifically address the various elements of the conservation plan contained in Schedule 

B to the Agreement, insofar as they pertain to the relocated heritage house and its lot. 

 

The City does not, by waiving its right to insist on the owner’s compliance with Section 

21 of the Agreement, intend to waive its rights with respect to any other term of the 

agreement, or to waive any right with respect to compliance with Section 21 other than 

the timing issue specifically addressed in this letter. 

 

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please direct them to Julie 

Schueck, Heritage Planner. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

 

Lisa Spitale 

Etc. 

 
 


